Dear Parents
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14 September 2015

RE: HEAD LICE ADVICE TO PARENTS/GUARDIANS
The Facts about Head Lice
• Head lice are small insects that live very close to the scalp
• Nits are not the same as lice. Nits are the empty egg cases which stick to the hair
• You only have head lice if you find a living, moving louse (not a nit)
• Anybody can get head lice, adults and children, even grandparents
• Head lice do not care if the hair is dirty or clean, long or short
• A lot of infections are caught from close family and friends in the home and community, not school
• Head lice can walk from one head to another, if the heads are pressed together for some time. They
do not fly, jump or swim
• Regular hair care may help to spot lice early
• The best way to stop infection is for families to check their heads regularly using detection combing
Detection Combing
You need: plastic detection comb (from the chemist); good lighting; ordinary comb; conditioner
1. Wash and condition the hair well, towel dry until damp but not dripping
2. First comb the hair with an ordinary comb
3. Then, using the detection comb, touching the skin of the scalp at the top of the head, slowly draw
the comb towards the end of the hair
4. Carefully check the teeth of the comb in good light
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 working your way around the head from the top of the scalp to the ends of
the hair. This will probably take 10-15 minutes
6. If there are head lice you will find one or more on the teeth of the comb. Clean the comb under
running water. A nailbrush helps to do this
7. If you find lice, or something which you are unsure about, stick it onto a piece of paper with clear
sticky tape and show it to your school nurse, GP or local chemist
The best way to stop infection is to do combing regularly (weekly including in school holidays).
Never use insecticidal liquids, lotions or shampoos to PREVENT infection or just in case.
How to Treat Head Lice
DO NOT TREAT UNLESS YOU ARE SURE YOU HAVE FOUND A LIVING, MOVING LOUSE. Ask your GP,
Practice Nurse, Health Visitor, School Nurse or Pharmacist which head louse lotion or liquid to use
and follow the Manufacturer’s instructions on the packaging. Repeat the entire treatment seven
days later.
REMEMBER - It doesn’t matter how many nits you have, or how itchy your scalp is, if you cannot
find a living, moving louse, you do not have head lice.
To try and prevent a cycle of infection/re-infection occurring, if applicable, please treat your child
before bringing them back into school.
Yours sincerely
Mrs Julie Hickey
Head Teacher
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